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In just over a month, numerous faculty and staff from the Department of Urology will 
make their way to Boston, Massachusetts for the annual meeting of the American 
Urological Association (AUA). The gathering is a great opportunity for doctors, APPs and 
administrators to learn more about their profession and network with colleagues from 
other institutions, and in this issue of What’s New, we’ll take a look at some of the 
activities taking place at this year’s event. 

 
Lectures, presentations and scientific sessions make up a majority of the daily AUA 
activity, and as usual, the Department will be well represented in these forums. Just like in 
previous years, the U-M Department of Urology will have numerous faculty, fellows and 
residents speaking at scientific sessions, presenting posters and contending for awards. 
 
Last year saw numerous U-M urologists take home honors, including a Lifetime 
Achievement Award for Dr. Jim Montie and a Resident Bowl victory for the North Central 
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AUA chapter, which featured U-M Urology resident Ian McLaren. Best of luck to everyone 
involved this year! 
 
U-M Urology representatives who will be presenting at this year’s event include (but are 
not limited to): 
 

• Dr. Anne Cameron and Dr. John Stoffel, who will join Dr. Anne Suskind of UC San 
Francisco to present on urological care for the patient with a progressive 
neurological condition 

• Dr. Greg Auffenberg, who will be making numerous podium and poster presentations 
• Dr. Susanne Quallich, who will be discussing her work on chronic genital pain in 

multiple forums 
 

A full list of presenters and topics can be found in the program section of the official 
AUA 2017 website. 
 
In addition to the action happening on the floor of the convention center, there will be a 
flurry of dialogue occurring on social media. This year, the #AUA17 hashtag will serve as 
the official organizing handle on social media, and the AUA social media accounts have 
already started to put it to use in preparing attendees. 

 
 

Last year, U-M Urologists were among the most active social media participants, with many 
being highlighted by the AUA as “Influencers” and “Accounts to Follow,” and this year 
should yield similar results. 
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The 2016 AUA Social Media Guide featured Dr. Khurshid Ghani and Dr. Todd Morgan as AUA Social 

Media Influencers (click to enlarge photo) 
 
To conclude the festivities, our Department of Urology will once again host the annual 
Nesbit Society Reception on the Sunday evening of the long AUA weekend. The event 
brings together current and former Urology faculty, fellows and residents, as well as 
friends of the Department and the Nesbit Alumni Society. 

 
This year’s event is at the John Moakley Courthouse (aerial view shown above, with a shot 
from the interior shown below), located steps from the main channel of the Boston Harbor. 
Attendees will enjoy harbor views while enjoying Boston specialty snacks and drinks.  



 
If you are interested in attending, please send an RSVP message to myself 
(aneric@med.umich.edu) or Tammie Leckemby (tderry@umich.edu). 

 
Thank you for taking the time to read this edition of What’s New, we hope to see you at 
this year’s event! 

-Eric Anderson 
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